
As most mainframe manufacturers have demonstrated, the logical
solution to I/O control problems is to deploy intelligent I/O subsystems.

Intel's 8089 brings this capability to microcomputer systems.
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The design of I/O subsystems is an integral and
important step in computer system design. CPUs
and I/O peripherals have generally non-compatible
bus and timing requirements-a fact that can result
in significant degradation in system performance .

The logical solution to this problem has been the
deployment of an intelligent I/O subsystem which ...
isolates the CPU from the I/O peripherals.' T APPLICATION i
CPU is therefore free to proceed at ful speed with its ROGPAMS
primary task of intenal program processing and It PROGRAMS
data manipulation. Control of all I/ operations is ATA BUFF
then performed by an I/O processor, an integral part
of the I/O subsystem. The CPU maintains super-
visory control over the system and issues commands
and messages to the I/O processor, which then pro- CP
ceeds with al necessary peripheral control opera-
tions to complete the desired I/O transaction. The I/O
processor is responsible for device initialization,
record selection, I/O transfer, simple data transfor-
mation, error checking and retries, and it signals the
CPU upon successful completion of the I/O transfer.
Microprocessors of today (such as the Intel 80864)

have attained respectable performnance levels by n
novative architectural and technological advancs
However, such advances in microprocessorperf.r-PLCAIN10PROGRAMS

Intel 8089 device characteristics

ALU Width 20 bits

Memory addressing capability 1M byte
Addressable 110 ports 64K
Process HMOS /
Clock period 200 nsec standard,

125 nsec selected
N umber of channels 2 **.
Pins 40

Supply +5V
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Figure 1. System configuration in the LOCOL mode offers the capability of an I/O processor while sharing the system
bus interface logic with the host CPU.

ance may be seriously overshadowed by the con-
straints of traditional non-intelligent I/O sub-
systems. The Intel 8089 I/O processor is designed to
solve such problems by providing the necessary in-
telligence and capability to microcomputer I/O sub-
systems. The architecture of the I/O processor is
designed to meet typical I/O system requirements,
such as high speed DMA transfers, peripheral syn-
chronization, etc., and is better suited to I/O process-
ing than a general-purpose microprocessor.
This article describes the Intel 8089 I/O processor.

It contains a description of the various IOP-based
system architectures and an overview of their opera-
tion. The internal architecture of the IOP and a
typical application example are then given to il-
lustrate its various features and capabilities that
facilitate I/O subsystem design. The I/O processor
contains two independent I/O channels and a pro-
cessor on the same chip. It is manufactured with
HMOS and housed in a standard 40-pin package.

System architectures

Systems containing 8089 IOP's may be configured
in two ways-a minimal local configuration and the
more general REMOTE configuration as shown in
Figures 1 and 2.
In the LOCAL configuration, all the system com-

ponents such as CPU, IOP, main meory, and per-
ipheral controllers reside on the main system bus.
The CPU operates as the master processor while the

IOP operates as the slave processor. The two pro-
cessors share the control and use of the bus by means
of special bus arbitration circuitry on each processor.
The LOCAL configuration offers the advantages of
an independent IOP while requiring only a minimal
component count, which can be effectively used in
cost-sensitive applications. Its main disadvantage is
that it contains a single bus which is used by all the
system components, thereby limiting overall system
throughput.
The REMOTE configuration, on the other hand,

contains two separate buses-a main system bus and
a local I/O bus (REMOTE bus). This affords a great
reduction in system bus utilization while minimizing
processor idle time, thereby significantly improving
overall system efficiency and throughput. Reduction
in system bus utilization results from (a) placement of
I/O programs in local memory residing on the local
I/O bus and (b) placement of all I/O peripherals on the
local I/O bus. The main system bus is utilized only by
the CPU and the IOP whenever system memory ref-
erence operations are desired. Bus arbitration in this
configuration is performed by a bus arbiter chip set
which arbitrates the use of the system bus between
the two processors as well as any other processors
residing on the bus. The local I/O bus (REMOTE bus)
is used for all I/O transfers to peripherals and is con-
trolled by the IOP as shown. The REMOTE configu-
ration shown can be easily expanded to a larger
system employing multiple TOPs. Every two TOPs
may share the same local I/O bus with bus arbitration
between them performed by special on-chip arbitra-
tion circuitry as shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 2. System configuration in the REMOTE mode con-
tains two separate buses, system bus (Multibus) and local
1/0 bus. 110 programs and peripherals reside on local l/O
bus which reduces system bus utilization, minimizes CPU
idle time, and enhances system performance. IOP oper-
ates completely in parallel with host CPU.

Figure 3. Two lOPs configured in a REMOTE system
configuration. The lOPs share the same bus interface
logic to the Multibus and the local 110 bus. Bus arbitra-
tion between the two lOPs is performed by on-chip*
arbitration circuitry which communicates via the RQIGNT
pin.

ADDRESS/
DATA K 8086 STATUS

MULTIBUS CONTROL MULTIBUS CONTROL
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The I/O processor enhances microcomputer
system performance in three ways:

(a) by dedicating an I/O processor whose architec-
ture is better suited for I/O processing and high-
speed data transfers;

(b) by relieving the CPU from the burdensome task
of I/O processing, thus liberating it to perform its in-
tended internal program processing and data
manipulation; and

(c) by operating completely in parallel with the
CPU.

1/0 processor architecture

The 8089 I/O processor (Figure 4) contains two
separate I/O channels, a CPU, bus interface unit, an
assembly/disassembly register file, and an instruc-
tion fetch unit. To enable autonomous operation of
the I/O channels, each channel maintains its own
register set, control and status words, and a flexible
channel controller. Both channels may operate con-
currently, executing channelprograms orperforming
high-speed DMA transfers by time multiplexing the
access and use of the external bus. Since only one
channel can access the external bus during any bus
cycle, the control and bus interface logic are shared
between the two channels. The IOP is thus capable of
alternating between the two channels with every in-
ternal cycle (4-8 clock cycles). This permits very fast

1/0 CHANNEL 1

DMA REQ1 *
CHANNELF

DMA CONTROL
TERMINATE1 I

REITERI

FILE jX

1/0 CHANNEL 2

DMA REQ2 CHANNEL
DMA CONTROL

TERMINATE2 I I

service response times to the channel requesting ser-
vice.
When both channels are running concurrently, the

IOP employs the following priority algorithm for
channel selection:

highest priority
* DMA transfers
* chained channel program
* DMA termination

second priority
* channel attention service

lowest priority
* normal channel program execution

If both channels are requesting service for tasks
with equal priorities, channel selection is done ac-
cording to two programmable priority bits. The
priority bits may specify a rotating priority or assign
one channel to have higher priority than the other.
The above priority selection scheme ensures fast
responses for time-critical I/O operations while pro-
viding overall userprogrammability to perform chan-
nel selection.

Register structure

The I/O processor maintains separate register sets
for each of its two I/O channels, enablingthem to exe-
cute independently of one another. Each set contains
8 registers (Figure 5), and almost all of them can be

CPU

Figure 4. The Intel 8089110 processor contains two separate 110 channels, a CPU, a bus interface, an assembly/disas-
sembly register file, and an instruction fetch unit.
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used for general computation during channel pro-
gram execution. Eight of the 16 registers are 21 bits
wide and can be used to address one megabyte of sys-
tem memory or 64K bytes of I/O space. The 21st bit is
used to select the address space as system or local I/O
space. The other 8 registers are 16 bits wide.
The GA and GB registers are used to reference the

source and destination locations during any data
transfer operation. The GC register can also be used
as a general register/pointer by the channel program.
The task pointer serves as the channel program
counter which is initialized whenever the channel is
started; it can also be manipulated by the channel
program. The BC register contains the number of
bytes to be transferred during DMA operation and
can terminate the DMA transfer if byte count termi-
nation is selected. The IX register is used as an index
in the indexed addressing mode. The mask/compare
register is used to perform masked byte comparisons
during channel program execution and DMA opera-
tions. During program execution, the comparisons
are used for conditional jumping, and in DMA, they
may terminate the current DMA transfqr. The con-
trol register is a special 16-bit register which defines
the channel's operation during DMA transfer opera-
tions.

Assembly and disassembly

The IOP maintains an assembly register file for the
assembly/disassembly of data bytes in the DMA

TAG USER PROGRAMMABLE
19 0

G.P. ADDRESS A (GA) CHANNEL 1c-
G.P. ADDRESS B (GB) Z
G.P. ADDRESS C (GC)

TASK POINTER M
1-BIT POINTER TO EITHER I/O OR SYSTEM MEMORY SPACE

15 0
INDEX i

BYTE COUNT
MASK COMPARE

CHANNEL CONTROL

NON USER-PROGRAMMABLE
(ALWAYS POINTS TO SYSTEM MEMORY)
119 0

PARAMETER POINTER

CHANNEL CONTROL POINTER
(PHANTOM REGISTERS DENOTE 1 FOR EACH CHANNEL)

Figure 5. 1/0 processor register model-separate regis-
ter sets for each 1/0 channel enable their autonomous
operation.
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transfer mode. For example, when data is trans-
ferred, during a DMA operation, from an 8-bit bus to
a 16-bit bus, the IOP assembles 2 bytes in its
assembly register file before transferring a word to
the destination. The opposite occurs when trans-
ferring data from a 16-bit bus to an 8-bit bus, in that
one word is fetched and 2 separate bytes are trans-
ferred to the destination.
This capability of assembly/disassembly of data

bytes has the following advantages:
* allows great flexibility in interfacing the IOP to

8- or 16-bit components;
* enhances transfer speeds by utilizing the busses

to the best advantage;
* reduces bus utilization by effectively using

16-bit buses.

1/0 processor model

A simplified computational model of the I/O pro-
cessor is given in Figure 6. After reset, a channel at-

SYSTEM INITIALIZATION

CHANNEL DISPATCHER
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*CA = Channel Attention

Figure 6. Simplified computational model of 1/0 processor. After
system initialization the processor can dispatch its two 1/0 channels
to execute channel programs (TB processing) and perform high-
speed DMA transfers. Channel can be multiplexed between
peripherals and can perform complex l/O tasks.
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tention input pulse forces an internal initialization se-
quence, after which the processor is ready to dispatch
either of the two 110 channels to perform the desired
I/O task. The I/O channel normally begins its opera-
tion in the task block state with the execution of the
I/O program and enters the DMA state under IOP
program control. In this state, the channel proceeds
with high-speed data transfers in either burst or
request-synchronized modes until the occurrence of a
valid termination condition which returns the chan-
nel to the TB state. HALT commands force the chan-
nel into the idle state until further dispatching oc-
curs.

Instruction set

The IOP instruction set combines a set of general-
purpose data processing instructions with a set of
flexible and specialized I/O instructions. The I/O in-
tensive instruction set, which includes bit manipula-
tion and testing and generalized MOV data, permits

simple and efficient I/O data transfers between any
two components residing anywhere in the system.
The bit manipulation instructions allow the ma-
nipulation of any bit in memory or in a peripheral in-
terface residing on either of the two buses in the
system (main system bus or local I/O bus).
The general-purpose data processing instructions

enable the IOP to serve as an independent processor
which requires little attention from the main CPU.
The set includes general data transfer instructions,
arithmetic and logical operations, and subroutine
capability, as well as powerful conditional and uncon-
ditional branch operations. The set also includes
special instructions for interrupt control, DMA in-
itialization, bus width selection, and a simple
semaphore test mechanism.
The Intel 8089 I/O processor is capable of interfac-

ing to both 8- and 16-bit systems without any restric-
tions. Typical systems may be configured with any
combination of 8/16-bit CPUs, 8/16-bit peripherals,
and 8/16-bit memories, allowing the system designer
to choose advanced 8/16-bit CPUs while using the
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great variety of 8-bit peripherals available today.
This feature is accomplished within the IOP by per-
mitting any internal register to be used as 8/16 bits
wide, designing the instruction set to operate on
8/16-bit data, and providing an assembly register file
for the assembly/disassembly of data. A third data
type employed by the IOP is the 20-bit-wide address
used to address one megabyte of address space. The
addressing scheme is compatible with the Intel 8086.
A 20-bit address is formed by adding an addressword
to a relocation word after the latter is left-shifted four
places. The IOP has load pointer instructions for
loading 20-bit registers with 20-bit addresses com-
puted as mentioned above. Pointers are stored exter-
nally in three consecutive bytes of memory.
The IOP has versatile branch capabilities. Condi-

tional branching can be made under any one of the
following conditions:

(1) Contents of a memory location are zero.
(2) Contents of a memory location are nonzero.
(3) Contents of a register are zero.

I
PP

I RRR I WB I
11 I W
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(4) Contents of a register are nonzero.
(5) Contents of a memory location match the con-

tents of the mask/compare register after masking.
(6) Contents of memory location do not match the

contents of the mask/compare register after mask-
ing.

(7) Status of 1 bit located anywhere in the address
space is true.

(8) Status of 1 bit located anywhere in the address
space is false.

In all the branch instructions mentioned above, an
8/16-bit sign displacement is included to permit a
branch range of +/- 32K bytes. Single byte
displacements are used whenever the branch range is
small to permit code compaction. In conditions 1 and
2 above, the memory location (operand) tested can be
either 1 or 2 bytes.
The IOP also provides subroutine capability for

commonly executed routines. The CALL instruction
saves the contents of theTP in the first four locations
of the parameter block and branches to the desired
subroutine. Exit from the subroutine is performed by
the instruction which restores the TP from the
parameter block to its original value. The general
MOV data instruction is provided to permit single
byte/word transfers between any source and destina-
tion and is useful for I/O device initialization and
general I/O transfers. Data transfers are permitted
between any two components in the system, allowing
such transfers as memory to/from I/O, memory to
memory,-and I/O to I/O. The IOP also has the capa-
bility of manipulating a single bit in a byte that is
located anywhere in either the system or I/O space.
The byte is fetched from the address indicated by a
designated pointer, and the desired bit is set, cleared,
or tested before storing it back at the same location.
This feature is useful for manipulating peripheral
control interfaces.
The IOP employs four simplebut effective address-

ing modes for addressing operands: (a) immediate, (b)
offset, (c) indexed, and (d) indexed autoincrement. In
the immediate addressing mode, the operand (which
may be 1, 2, or 4 bytes long) immediately follows the
instruction. In the offset addressing mode, a 1-byte
unsigned offset is added to the contents of a base
pointer to form the operand address. The third ad-
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Instruction set summary

General Data Transfers
Arithmetic and Logical Operations
Conditional and Unconditional Branch
Subroutine Capability
Byte/ Word Operations
Bit Manipulation and Testing
Processor Control Instructions
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dressing mode is the indexed mode, where the con-
tents of the index register (IX) are added to the con-
tents of the selected base pointer to form the operand
address. The IX register may be optionally in-
cremented after each operand reference, as in the
fourth addressing mode, to facilitate table indexing
operations. In all the addressing modes of the IOP,
the contents of base pointers are not altered during
the data reference operation.
Because of the multiprocessing nature of systems

containing a CPU and one or more IOPs, a semaphore
mechanism is implemented to resolve problems aris-
ing from critical code sections. The mechanism allows
the IOP to LOCK the system bus after seizing it and
prevent access to itby any other processor while it ex-
amines and conditionally manipulates the status of a
critical flag in memory. This is accomplished by a
special TEST and SET LOCK instruction and the
LOCK output pin.

DMA mode operation

The Intel 8089 I/O processor is capable of maintain-
ing high-speed DMA data transfers (up to 1.25
megabytes/sec using a standard 5-MHz clock) while
providing the system designer with flexible features
and options for controlling the DMA transfer. The
DMA mode is entered by executing the instruction
XFER. Each DMA data transfer consists of at least
one fetch cycle and one store cycle (e.g., peripheral to
IOP, IOP to memory). The IOP permits a data as-
sembly mode (or disassembly) in which two data
bytes are assembled in two consecutive fetch cycles
before a 16-bit word is transferred to the destination.
This is especially useful when transferring data from
an 8-bit bus to a 16-bit bus. The usermay select one or
more of five different conditions for terminating
DMA transfers, such as single transfers, number of
bytes transferred, external terminate input, and
match/no-match masked byte comparisons. The user
also specifies DMA control parameters that govern
the DMA operation, such as pointer selection for
source and destination addresses, pointer autoin-
crementing, DMA request-synchronization, chained
operation, locked-bus transfers, and translate mode
data transfers. All of the aboveDMA parameters are
specified by the channel's control register and are
under direct channel program control.
The selected termination parameters specify under

which conditions DMA transfers are terminated
(DMA transfers are complete), and most of the condi-
tions, such as number of bytes transferred, external
terminate input, and single transfers are self-
explanatory.. In the match/no-match termination con-
ditions, incoming data bytes are compared with a
"compare" byte, masked with a "mask" byte, and
the result used to terminate DMA transfers. Ter-
mination may occur on either a match or a no-match
which allows programming data constructs such as
SCAN WHILE and SCAN UNTIL by loading the
mask/compare register with the appropriate data.
Terminate parameters also specify a branch offset of

0, 4, or 8 to be added to the TP after completion of the
DMA transfer. This allows the user to uniquely iden-
tify the terminate source, in case of multi-terminate
conditions, by appropriate selection of branch off-
sets.
The remaining DMA control parameters provide

the user with great flexibility in specifying the DMA
transfer operation. The DMA request-synchro-
nization option allows the DMA transfers to be syn-
chronized with the source device (e.g., input from
disk) or the destination device (e.g., memory to CRT).
The chaining feature allows the user to chain in-
dividual I/O tasks so that the completion of one task
is promptly followed by the execution of another. For
example, a record transfer from a disk may be
followed by error check or data search which initiates
another record transfer, etc. I/O tasks can be assign-
ed a high execution priority to ensure their prompt
execution whenever conflicts arise between the two
I/O channels.
The LOCKed bus DMA option ensures high-speed

uninterrupted service to the I/O channel during the
entire DMA transfer. In this mode, the locking chan-
nel seizes the system bus for the duration of all its
DMA transfers and relinquishes it only after ter-
minating the finalDMA transfer. The translate mode
allows fast byte translation or code conversion dur-
ing DMA transfers. The incoming data byte is used
as an offset into a user-defined translate table from
which the translated data is fetched and transferred
to the destination (Figure 7).

Application example

A typical application example utilizing the 8089
I/O processor is given in Figure 8. The system is con-
figured in the dual-bus REMOTE configuration with

BASE
POINTER

FETCHED BYTE
USED AS OFFSET

TRANSLATED DATA

DESTINATION

TRANSLATE
TABLE

Figure 7. Translate option allows fast code conversions
during DMA. Fetched byte is used as an offset into a
translate table to fetch the translated data.
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Figure 8. 110 processor application example. System
contains a CRT, floppy disk, and keyboard. IOP is
responsible for CRT refresh, keyboard scanning, and
command execution, as well as floppy disk control.

the MULTIBUS used as the main system bus and an
8-bit local I/O bus used for I/O operations. The
system consists of a CPU (8086/8088), an IOP (8089),
system memory, CRT controller (8275), floppy disk
controller (8271), a keyboard controller (8279), and
local I/O memory. The main system bus is utilized by
the CPU and the IOP (e.g., disk to system memory)
whenever system memory references are made. All
I/O programs and buffers are stored in the local I/O
memory to reduce the load on the main bus. The local
I/O bus is thus dedicated to I/O processing and I/O
data transfers.

CHANNEL CONTROL BLOCK
CHANNEL

PTR

CHANNEL
2

PTR

Bl~
U IAkIB8279I

S K KEYBOARDI
CONTROLLER

The I/O tasks to be performed are CRT screen
refresh, CRT buffer update, floppy disk transfers,
and keyboard scan and decode. The tasks are divided
between the two channels as follows:

(a) Channel 1 is responsible for, CRT refresh and
keyboard control functions.

(b) Channel 2 is responsible for floppy disk
transfers and CRT buffer update.

The memory organization of the control blocks,
channel control, parameter, and task blocks for the

PARAMETER BLOCK TASK BLOCK

PARAMETER BLOCK

TASK BLOCK ADDRESS

FDC PARAMETERS

BUFFER POINTERS

Figure 9. Memory organization of the control blocks for channels I and 2 In the application example. Channel I

is responsible for CRT refresh and keyboard control while Channel 2; maintains FDC transfers and CRT
buffer update.
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INITIALIZE 1 cond, then only 20 percent of the IOP's bandwidth is
REFRESH POINTERS used for CRT refreshing. A similar analysis reveals

that 5 percent of the IOP bandwidth is used to
transfer data to a single-density floppy disk. The re-

IZE-& Z maining I/O program execution steps are found to re-
quire 5 percent of the bandwidth, and the user is thus

INITIATE CRT DMA 1 1 free to incorporate additional features to performINTRANSFERDMj complex I/O operations or add more peripheralTRANSFER

devices. Almost all of the I/O activity in this system
IZ E I 77 UPDATE occurs on the local I/O bus. Only a small fraction of
WAIT FOR DMA POINTERS

this activity occurs on the main bus when mainWAIT FOR1DMA memory accesses are required, such as parameter
[REQUEST j

' fetch from the parameter block or data transfer
to/from main memory.

r DMA TRANSFER 1 BYTE COUNT
[ FDATARFEHConclusion

EXTERNAL The logical solution to I/O control problems is the
TERMINATION deployment of intelligent I/O subsystems as offered

by most mainframe manufacturers. The Intel 8089
POLL KEYBOARD, I/O processor brings such capability to microcom-

READ AND TRANSLATE puter systems such as the Intel 8086. It isolates the
CHARACTER, AND CPU from I/O peripherals, executes all I/O programs,
UPDATE POINTERS performs high-speed DMA transfers, and intervenes

into the CPU's operation only when necessary,
Figure 10. Flowchart for channel 1 1/0 program. After
pointer initialization, the channel enters the DMA transfer
mode to refresh a character row (80 characters) on the
CRT screen and continues to the next row. After each
screen page transfer (20 lines) the program polls the SOFTWARE ENGINEERS
keyboard and executes the requested command.

THINK PARALLEL
two channels is shown in Figure 9. Channel 1
parameter block contains its I/O program's starting Goodyear Aerospace Corporation is the world
address (task block address), CRT parameters leader in parallel computing. If you would like(number of lines, characters per line, buffer pointer,
etc.), keyboard parameters, and a data storage buffer. to step up from sequential to parallel process-
Similarly, Channel 2's parameter block contains its ing contact us.
I/O program address and floppy disk parameters
(pointers, track, sector, etc.). The floppy disk I/O
routine is similar to the sample program mentioned GAC markets the STARAN parallel computer.
above. The Channel 1 I/O program is described in the We have developed a Micro Array Multi-Proc-
flowchart in Figure 10. After pointer and parameter essor. We are currently developing a Massively
initialization, the channel enters the DMA mode to
transfer one complete line (80 characters) of data
from the CRT buffer to the CRT controller. Byte
count termination is used to terminate the DMA Goodyear needs experienced software engi-
transfer after each line is transferred. The I/O pro- neers to develop system and application soft-
gram then updates its buffer pointers, byte counter,.... . , , ........ ~ware for computers. Sequential experience Isetc., and initiates anotherDMA transfer for the next
line. After the entire screen is refreshed (20 lines), the just fine. We will teach you all you need to
CRT controller generates an end-of-screen (retrace) know about parallel computing.
signal which triggers the external termination condi-
tion on the' channel. The program then branches to a
keyboard service routine for reading and translating r erand lkeyboard data and returns after completion to the E.L. Searle, Personnel
beginning of the program. Goodyear Aerospace Corporation
Using a standard 5-MHz clock cycle, the IOP needs Akron, Ohio 44315

1.6 Ms for eachDMA transfer (8 clocks/transfer). The
IOP thus requires 2.5 ms to refresh a 20-line,
80-character/line screen; and assuming that a com- An Equal Opportunity Employer
plete screen refresh must be initiated every 1/60 se-
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thereby significantly improving system throughput.
The discussion includes an explanation of the various
IOP-based system configurations, the internal ar-
chitecture ofthe I/O processor, and a detailed applica-
tion example. The I/O processor achieves transfer
rates of 1.25 megabytes/ sec at amaximum latency of
2.4 Hs, with a standard clock cycle of 5 MHz. U
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Friday and Saturday, July 13-14, 9 a.m.-4 p.m., at the
Holiday Inn, Costa Mesa
One day-S10o (EDP#79 1S093)
Two days -S180 (EDP#79 15107J
To register, simply call (7141 833-5414.
University of California, Irvine University Extension

(ACCESSORIES AND PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT'
ACOUSTIC COUPLERS * MODEMS * THERMAL PAPER

RiBBONS * INTERFACE MODULES * FLOPPY DISK UNITS
PROMPT DELIVERY * EFFICIENT SERVICE J

COMPUTER


